How to Optimize Extract Usage with GREER® Pick®

For optimized usage, follow the steps below:

• Fill an unused GREER® Pick® Well™ with 0.125 mL of extract
• Handle the GREER® Pick® by the larger end and immediately insert it into the well
• Remove the GREER Pick from the well and briefly inspect to ensure that a small droplet of extract is present at the tip of the device
• Hold the GREER Pick at an approximate 45-degree angle to the skin at the test site, bringing the tip in contact with the skin in the direction the GREER Pick is pointing
• Press the tines, making contact with the superficial skin
• Withdraw the GREER Pick with a slight lifting of the skin
• Discard the used device into a suitable biohazard container
• Repeat steps until testing is complete

*GREER® Directions for Use.